CPer Debates Stalinism On Forth of the Party

By GEORGE HANKLE
New York, Oct. 4

Early in September an informa
tional conference was held in Eu-

The main task for socialists is to agitate for socialist conditions.2 In America capitalists find the Soviet example compelling; they are international, prestige socialist com-

The assertion was that the current in the United States has been so widely-discussed that it could easily be deplored in form, a new "progressive" leadership. The re-
novelty of the American labor movement in the Stalins, with its abstract allusions to the politics of internal factions and publications.

This situation was sharply amid the forum held at Jefferson School on October 5, to debate the draft resolution.
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RENEW NOW!

The Fund for the Republic has an- nounced "an American Traditions Pro-
nounce a contest offering a prize of $10,000 in prizes "for letters giving true stories about Americans who, by their deeds or words, do something which lies at the heart of the American idea of democracy and which offers or disputes which may never have reached the public eye."

The letters, limited to 1000 words, may be "about groups or individuals who suc-

The incident must have happened within the past 5 years.

Letters must be mailed before Novem-

The judges' panel of seven consists of a conservative leadership (Laurence Craig, a dean), a college president, a newspaper editor, a Protestant Episcopal and a Catholic bishop, a political sociologist (Sam Rosenbaum), a political activist (Gerald Henderson), and a political economist (William L. Smith).